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What If You Could Massively Increase Your Profits Without Spending Any More Money Or Increasing

Your Traffic? Marketer Blows The Doors Wide Open On Profit Multiplying Secrets Only Found In High

Ticket Products Or Personal Coaching. Step By Step Guide Reveals Profit Multiplying Secrets The

Conversion Profits program will reveal in step by step format this closely guarded information to help you

massively increase your profits. By now, you are curious what you will learn in your step by step video

course ... Video 1 - Introduction 6m 32s * Learn what is in this step by step training program * Understand

why you are losing money by not paying attention to your conversion rates! Video 2 - All About

Conversion Rates 7m 10s * Discover how conversion rates could make your online business full time *

Understand why this top marketer secret is so important to your success Video 3 - Sales Letter

Conversions 9m 21 s * Learn why the conversion rate is so important on a sales letter * Discover how you

can attract top marketers to promote your product with the conversion rate * Learn how to improve your

sales letter conversion rates Video 4 - Testing Revealed 7m 21s * Discover two types of testing that can

increase your sales letter profits and how to apply them to your websites Video 5 - Adsense Conversions

6m 44s * Learn techniques to imporve your Adsense conversion rates * Understand how to get more

people to click on your ads whilst staying within Googles TOS Video 6 - CPA Conversions 6m 45s * Learn

how to maximize your CPA conversions * Discover techniques to help increase your conversion rate of

CPA offers Let me share with you one of my sample videos (in the quality you will receive them - notice

they are a good size and very easy to see what is going on - not some postage stamp sized grainy video)

Video 7 - Affiliate Conversions 7m 27s * Learn the top marketer secrets of converting affiliate offers *

Understand what you can do to maximize your affiliate marketing conversions however you work Video 8

- Autoresponder Conversions 7m 32s * Learn how to get maximum conversion from your autoresponder

sign up forms * Discover some of the top marketer secrets for maximizing conversions Video 9 - Testing

And Tracking 9m 15s * Learn what testing and tracking is and why you are loosing money if youre not

doing it! * See a simple technique you can use to test and track and increase your profits Video 10 -

Testing & Tracking Tools 14m 51s * Learn about a powerful free tool which will help you with your testing,
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tracking and monitoring of conversion rates. * Discover a new best friend when you realise the power of

this software Video 11 - Summary 8m 14s * Summarize all the information you have learned * Discover

how to take this forward to the next level and start increasing your profits from improving your conversion

rates And of course, I cant leave you with just that when there is even more vaue I can give you. For

more Deals, Visit My tradebit Store: sale.tradebit.com/
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